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Venus Stationary Retrograde 24 Dec 2005 in 11th House
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22 Nov 2005 02:42 pm 16Òš01' ¤ Enters Rx Zone
24 Dec 2005 04:35 am 01Ò›28'Ñ ¤ Stationary Retrograde
Venus Stationary Retrograde in 11th House
Taking things (and people) for granted can be an easy slip-up during this period.
Longstanding friends and situations should not be allowed to become simply a backdrop, but
rather reinvigorated, separating the wheat from the chaff. That also means not allowing
yourself to become backstage to others who may have forgotten your importance, so it may
be a good time to sort things out. Problems most likely come from individuals (yourself
included) thinking more about personal ends than personal friends. It's time to get personal
again and play it like you mean it -- a sure recipe for heart and hand alike.
03 Feb 2006 04:22 am 16Òš01' ¤ Stationary Direct
Venus Stationary Direct in 10th House
Establishing yourself in others' eyes means making decisions about what it is you want said
about you. If you're mixed up about that, then that will be your image. So after a recent period
of uncertainty and changing choices, now is the time to start making your selections and
letting them be known abroad. Rewrite your personal resumé -- whether for employment or
just life itself -- to reflect not only who you are and what you have done, but where you're
going and what you want out of life. Put the words into others' mouths before they do it for
themselves, and you'll find yourself self-tailored for success.
06 Mar 2006 11:23 pm 01Ò›28'

¤Leaves Rx Zone

Mercury Stationary Retrograde 02 Mar 2006 in 12th House
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16 Feb 2006 09:56 am 13Òœ11' £ Enters Rx Zone
02 Mar 2006 03:29 pm 26Òœ55'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde
Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 12th House
For the next three weeks you may feel like you're waiting for things to come together, but you
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don't know exactly what they are. Kind of like watching a row of seeds you've planted -- you
hope something is happening, but it's hard to tell. Events for you are, in fact, restructuring
themselves behind the scenes, and you may be in for some surprises when all is resolved.
Your best course is to make as few assumptions as possible and don't bet on the same old
horses. Be open to your own intuitive hunches and be ready to jump aboard a new
bandwagon when it suddenly materializes. It may come from closer than you think and from
those you might have taken for granted.
25 Mar 2006 08:36 am 13Òœ11' £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 12th House
If loss of communications has left you clueless, you can start collecting more reliable
evidence again. When exterior sources fail to provide the information you need, you may
have to rely on your inner resources and come to your own conclusions without external input.
However, if you can avoid tying yourself down, that would be a better choice, as things may
be going on without your knowledge that will surface soon and give you a better handle on
your operations. When the mist clears, you'll have the opportunity to really make yourself
seen and heard.
13 Apr 2006 09:31 pm 26Òœ55'

£Leaves Rx Zone

Jupiter Stationary Retrograde 04 Mar 2006 in 08th House
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Pluto Stationary Retrograde 29 Mar 2006 in 09th House
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09 Dec 2005 11:27 pm 24Ò™05' ª Enters Rx Zone
29 Mar 2006 05:13 am 26Ò™45'Ñ ª Stationary Retrograde
04 Sep 2006 03:41 pm 24Ò™05' ª Stationary Direct
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24 Dec 2006 09:30 am 26Ò™45'

ªLeaves Rx Zone

Saturn Stationary Retrograde 22 Nov 2005 in 05th House
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Neptune Stationary Retrograde 22 May 2006 in 12th House
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Uranus Stationary Retrograde 19 Jun 2006 in 12th House
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Mercury Stationary Retrograde 04 Jul 2006 in 05th House
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17 Jun 2006 02:12 pm 21Ò”04' £ Enters Rx Zone
04 Jul 2006 03:28 pm 01Ò•22'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde
Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 05th House
Playful creativity can be a hallmark of the next three weeks, but only if you are willing to let it
take its course wherever it leads. Don't expect to follow a straight track but go where things
lead you until you start to establish a pattern. Only then can you get back to the main highway
after an enlightening detour onto the scenic route. Don't be surprised if this muddies
previously held opinions toward the end, as the new alternatives you will be finding will more
than make up for any inconveniences or confusions experienced along the way.
28 Jul 2006 08:33 pm 21Ò”04' £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 04th House
A period of some delays, detours, and slowdowns has turned the corner and with a little more
fine-tuning life operations will be not only back to normal but improved. Issues having to do
with direction and creative focus begin to resolve themselves and turn out to have been only
temporary delays, not fundamental problems. Once you have buttoned down the last of the
recently arisen distractions, you can put your mind fully on the game and get back to being
the you you always thought you were, only better. The exercise provided by internal
troubleshooting and introspection brings you back stronger than ever.
12 Aug 2006 00:07 am 01Ò•22'

£Leaves Rx Zone

Mercury Stationary Retrograde 28 Oct 2006 in 08th House
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08 Oct 2006 08:29 pm 09Ò˜04' £ Enters Rx Zone
21 Oct 2006 10:10 am 22Ò˜09' £ Â ©
28 Oct 2006 03:08 pm 25Ò˜05'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde
Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 08th House
If you can spend the next three weeks redeploying your debts and reallocating resources, you
will not regret it. In fact, it may simply be a necessity to pick up loose ends and take a second
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look at whether you are unnecessarily overextended. With a little tweaking, you could be
sitting in the catbird seat, but you'll need to test the wind to get some height. Pick up on
assets you've neglected or forgotten about, and you'll have all you need. Make new friends,
but keep the old; one is silver, but the other's gold -- in ways you hadn't even thought about.
03 Nov 2006 08:17 pm 22Ò˜09'Ñ £ Â ©
Mercury Conjunct Neptune (Retrograde)
Mercury backing off your Neptune may mean putting your fantasies on hold until you've more
thoroughly figured them out. Groping blindly in the mist will not serve you well -- better to be
still so you can better hear what may be moving about. If fond hopes disappoint, it is perhaps
because you have not framed them in a fashion where they can become reality. One wish
leads to another only if you don't cling to the first one -- be ready to reload your camera and
take another shot. When the pictures are developed down the road, you'll see clearly what
you had only imagined was there.
17 Nov 2006 07:23 pm 09Ò˜04' £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 07th House
As you turn the corner toward clarity after a few weeks of unasked-for change, you realize
that no one was to blame. What seemed like mistakes were simply different roads to the
same destination and it's clear that keeping your eye on the ball and not on the pitcher is the
only way to go. Resolving differences is the surest way to a strong partnership, especially
when driven by a common goal. You can look forward to a backward look that may give you a
boost in the coming month or so, so keep those eyes in the back of your head wide open.
Tomorrow's prize lies in the hand of another, so be ready to shake it.
02 Dec 2006 12:53 pm 22Ò˜09' £ Â ©
Mercury Conjunct Neptune
Mercury swinging around on your Neptune may not completely get you out from recent
weeks' fog, but it will allow you to begin to get your bearings. Trust your instincts, not your
eyesight, and feel free to feel your way. Spend more time living your life like poetry instead of
prose, putting your emotions into words and your spiritual aspirations into print. You don't
have to show it to anybody, just yourself -- you have to hitch yourself to a dream for it to come
true, so start hitching. When you can put your finger on what it is you want, then it is more
likely to fall within your grasp.
04 Dec 2006 03:16 pm 25Ò˜05'

£Leaves Rx Zone

Saturn Stationary Retrograde 05 Dec 2006 in 06th House
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